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Dear School Families,
Diary Dates
It feels like forever ago when we last created ‘diary dates’! Whilst we have hoped for events internally, since the first lockdown
we have been wary about committing events to the diary to help manage expectations if they are cancelled … but as we are on
the road to recovery and need some things to look forward to, please look through the events listed in the email for the final
summer term 😊
School Vacancies
Please refer to the school website or enquire in the school office about our current vacancies. We are searching for Teaching
Assistant support, which can include Midday Supervision or this could be a separate post. If you might be interested, come and
talk to us in the school office to find out more. Also, we are still looking for non-parent School Governors to join our team – if
there is anyone you may know that would be interested please let us know. Thank you.
Supporting Learning
This term we are supporting learning based on our end of key stage data and statutory assessments to support groups of
children in preparation for their transitions in September. This will take many forms - some specific support, some small group
work or some in-class work; all of which will reduce group sizes across classes too, giving benefits to all! We will welcome two
new faces to school to help this focussed learning, Mrs Thorpe and Mrs Standen who will be in school on various days. If your
child mentions working in a different way, this is why. If you wish to discuss this, please do not hesitate to get in touch.
Holidays in Term Time
Having reviewed attendance very carefully due to extensive covid and low immunity related absences during this year, we are
noticing a very high number of term-time holidays, which is not the norm and are of course unauthorised. We understand that
the cost of living crisis is very real for many - we appreciate this ourselves personally and with the hugely increasing costs for the
school too. We also recognise that some holidays have been moved due to covid cancellations. However, we see first-hand
the effect of disrupted attendance on learning, and whilst we are working hard to provide additional support, we need the
children with us to learn and be taught. Therefore, we very much hope that this is the end of effects of the lockdowns.
Collection of Personal Data Forms
Thank you to all those who have returned the updated Collection of Personal Data forms. These have been collated today to
ensure staff have an up-to-date list of preference – if you have not yet returned your form, please do so as soon as possible.
Thank you.
‘Our Highlights’ of the week ...
Little Eagles – We have been using our imagination as we explore different resources to build our castles – “mine has a great big
tower,” said Luca.
Class 1 – Jaylen enjoyed playing with the pirate ship and making stories.
Class 2 – Alexander had fun learning to weigh objects using cubes and then comparing different weights.
Class 3 – Isaac liked being able to use the internet to research endangered animals because “it’s really interesting”
Class 4 – Mia loved the English video this week - “it’s great to write about!”
Best wishes, Hayley Adams

